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 .Let the finite group A be acting on a finite solvable group G and suppose that
no non-trivial element of G is fixed under the action of all the elements of A.
 < < < <.Assume furthermore that A , G s 1. A long-standing conjecture is that then the
Fitting height of G is bounded by the length of the longest chain of subgroups of
w  . xA. In A. Turull, J. Reine Angew. Math. 371 1986 , 67]91 , this was proved in the
case where for every proper subgroup B of A and every B-invariant elementary
 .  . abelian section S of G, there exists some ¨ g S such that C ¨ s C S we sayB B
.that B has a regular orbit on S . In the present paper we establish the conjecture
assuming only that some of these sections have regular orbits. Q 1997 Academic
Press
INTRODUCTION
Let A be a finite group and assume that it acts as automorphisms of the
 .finite group G in such a way that the centralizer C A of the action of AG
 .  < < < <.on G is trivial C A s 1. Assume furthermore that A , G s 1. ItG
follows easily from the classification of finite simple groups that this
implies that the group G is solvable. For any solvable group G, we denote
 .  .by h G its Fitting height. For any finite group A, we denote by l A the
length of the longest chain of subgroups of A. A long-standing conjecture
is that under these conditions we necessarily must have
h G F l A . .  .
This inequality, if true, is known to be the best possible in a very strong
w xsense; see 4 . If B is any group and it acts on a group S, we say that it has
a regular orbit if there is some element ¨ g S such that
C ¨ s C S . .  .B B
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Notice that, with this definition, B need not be acting faithfully on S to
w xhave a regular orbit. In 3 , the following is proved.
w xTHEOREM 3 . Let A be any finite group and suppose it acts on the finite
 .  < < < <.  .sol¨ able group G with A , G s 1 and C A s 1. Assume furthermoreG
that for e¨ery proper subgroup B of A and e¨ery B-in¨ariant elementary abelian
 .  .section S of G, B has a regular orbit on S. Then h G F l A .
The present paper generalizes this theorem by obtaining the conclusion
under the weaker assumption that B has regular orbits in its action on
some sections of G. We discuss below exactly which sections we need to
have regular orbits.
THEOREM. Let A be any finite group and suppose it acts on the finite
 .  < < < <.  .sol¨ able group G with A , G s 1 and C A s 1. Assume, further-G
 .more, that, for e¨ery proper subgroup B of A and e¨ery S g M B, G , B acts
 .  .on the elementary abelian group S with a regular orbit. Then h G F l A .
 .The set M B, G specifies certain B-invariant elementary abelian sec-
tions S of G, for which we need to have regular orbits. It will be defined in
detail in the next section. In a possible minimal counterexample to the
conjecture, it is possible to exclude certain modules as possibilities for
sections of the top Fitting factor of G by applying some of the results in
w x2 . On the other hand, if a section is a section of some Fitting factor of G
below the top one, and there is some non-trivial action of G or part of G
on the section, then the presence of regular orbits for B is much more
 .likely. The set M B, G defined below is designed to allow one to take
w xadvantage of this in the applications. In particular, we will show in 5 ,
using the results of the present paper, that the conjecture holds for all
finite groups A which have a normal cyclic subgroup of square free order
and prime index. Many groups of this type have an abundance of modules
of coprime order for which there is no regular orbit. The definition of
 .M B, G is such, however, that they do have regular orbits in their action
 .on all S g M B, G , in the relevant minimal case.
w xOur proof follows the outline of the proof in 3 . We assume the reader
has access to a copy of this paper, and we indicate here only the modifica-
w xtions that need to be made to the argument in 3 .
THE NEEDED SECTIONS
We need to fix some notation. If G is any finite group, we denote by
 .  .F G the Fitting subgroup of G. We define F G s 1 and define induc-0
 .  .  .   ..tively, F G by F G rF G s F GrF G for i s 1, 2, . . . . If G isi i iy1 iy1
 .solvable, the Fitting height h G of G is the smallest non-negative integer
 .h such that F G s G.h
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HYPOTHESIS 1.1. A and G are finite groups, G is sol¨ able, and A acts on
 < < < <.G by automorphisms. Furthermore, A , G s 1.
DEFINITION 1.2. Assume that G is a finite solvable group. We define
 .the top Fitting factor of G to be 1 if G s 1, and to be GrF G ifhG.y1
G / 1. A section of the top Fitting factor of G / 1 is a section S s H rH ,1 2
 .such that H = F G .2 hG.y1
DEFINITION 1.3. Assume that G is a finite group and that S s H rH1 2
is a section of G, and let G be any subgroup of G. We say that G0 0
normalizes S if it normalizes both H and H . We further say that G1 2 0
w xcentralizes S if it normalizes S and G , H : H .0 1 2
DEFINITION 1.4. Assume Hypothesis 1.1. Then we define the set
S A , G s B F A: B centralizes some non-trivial elementary abelian .
4section of the top Fitting factor of G .
 .  .In particular, then, S A, G s B if G s 1, and 1 g S A, G if G / 1.
 .We are now ready to define the set M B, G .
DEFINITION 1.5. Assume Hypothesis 1.1. Let B be any subgroup of A.
 .We define M B, G as follows.
 .  .  .1 Suppose that B f S A, G . Then M B, G consists of all the
B-invariant elementary abelian sections of the top Fitting factor of G,
together with all the B-invariant elementary abelian sections S of G that
have the property that there exists some B-invariant subgroup G of G0
 .   ..  .such that G normalizes S, with h s h G , G l F G C S / G ,0 0 hy1 G 00
and BG acts irreducibly on S.0
 .  .  .2 Suppose that B g S A, G . Then M B, G consists of all the
B-invariant elementary abelian sections of G.
As we will see in the next section, the existence of regular orbits for
 .S g M B, G is reasonably inductive with respect to subgroups. However,
 .we will need to use also a modified version that replaces F G by thehy1
 .  .  .group F9 G , which we define below. Using M 9 B, G instead of M B, G
yields a condition that is inductive with respect to quotient groups.
 .DEFINITION 1.6. Let G be any finite group. We denote by F9 G the
pull back in G of the Frattini subgroup of GrG9, where G9 here denotes
 .the derived subgroup of G. Hence, F9 G is the smallest normal subgroup
of G such that the quotient of G by it is isomorphic to a direct product of
elementary abelian groups.
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DEFINITION 1.7. Assume Hypothesis 1.1. Then we define the set
S 9 A , G s B F A: B centralizes some non-trivial section of GrF9 G . 4 .  .
DEFINITION 1.8. Assume Hypothesis 1.1. Let B be any subgroup of A.
 .We define M 9 B, G as follows.
 .  .  .1 Suppose that B f S 9 A, G . Then M 9 B, G consists of all the
 .B-invariant elementary abelian sections of GrF9 G , together with all
the B-invariant elementary abelian sections S of G that have the property
that there exists some B-invariant subgroup G of G such that G0 0
normalizes S,
G l F9 G C S / G , .  . .0 G 00
and BG acts irreducibly on S.0
 .  .  .2 Suppose that B g S 9 A, G . Then M 9 B, G consists of all the
B-invariant elementary abelian sections of G.
We close this section with a further definition that we will need later.
DEFINITION 1.9. Let A be any group and let B be any subgroup of A.
 .We let l A : B be the length of the longest chain of subgroups of A that
 .  .starts with B and ends with A. In particular, then, l A s l A : 1 .
LEMMAS
In this section we establish the results we will need.
LEMMA 2.1. Assume Hypothesis 1.1. Assume, furthermore, that, for
 .e¨ery proper subgroup B of A and e¨ery S g M B, G , B acts on the
elementary abelian group S with a regular orbit. Let H be any A-in¨ariant
 .  .subgroup of G such that h G s h H . Then these same conditions are
satisfied with H in place of G.
Proof. Obviously Hypothesis 1.1 is satisfied with H in place of G. Let
B be any proper subgroup of A. The lemma will be proved when we show
 .  .that each section in M B, H is B-isomorphic to some section in M B, G .
 .Suppose that B g S A, H . Then B centralizes a section S s H rH1 2
 .  .  .of the top Fitting factor of H. Set h s h G s h H . Then H = F H .2 hy1
 .  .Consider the section H F G rH F G . It is a B-invariant section of1 hy1 2 hy1
the top Fitting factor of G. There is the natural projection map H ¬1
 .  .  .H F G rH F G , and it is surjective. Its kernel is H l H F G .1 hy1 2 hy1 1 2 hy1
 .  .  .Notice that F G l H : F H . It follows that H l H F G shy1 hy1 1 2 hy1
  ..  .H H l F G s H . Hence, S is B-isomorphic to H F G r2 1 hy1 2 1 hy1
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 .  .H F G and B centralizes both sections; it follows that B g S A, G .2 hy1
 .Hence, by Definition 1.5, M B , G consists of all the B-
 .invariant elementary abelian sections of G. In particular, M B, H :
 .M B, G , and it follows that B has a regular orbit when acting on any
 .element of M B, H .
 .  .Suppose that B f S A, H . Let S g M B, H . If S is a B-invariant
elementary abelian section of the top Fitting factor of H, by the argument
above, S is B-isomorphic to a section of the top Fitting factor of G, and
 .hence, S is B-isomorphic to some element of M B, G . It then follows
that B has a regular orbit on S in this case, as desired. Assuming S is not
a B-invariant elementary abelian section of the top Fitting factor of H, it
follows from Definition 1.5, that S is a B-invariant elementary abelian
section of H with the property that there exists some B-invariant sub-
group G of H such that G normalizes S, BG acts irreducibly on S, and0 0 0
  ..  .  .  .G l F H C S / G . Since G l F H > G l F G , S g0 hy1 G 0 0 hy1 0 hy10
 .M B, G directly in this case, and again B has a regular orbit in its action
on S. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
LEMMA 2.2. Assume Hypothesis 1.1. Assume that for e¨ery subgroup B of
 .A and e¨ery S g M 9 B, G , B acts on the elementary abelian group S with a
regular orbit. Let K be any A-in¨ariant normal subgroup of G. Then the same
conditions are satisfied with GrK in place of G.
 .Proof. Notice that F9 GrK is simply the homomorphic image of
 .  .F9 G . Let B be any subgroup of A. Suppose first that B g S 9 A, G .
 .Then, by Definition 1.8, M 9 B, G consists of all the B-invariant elemen-
 .  .tary abelian sections of G. Hence, M 9 B, GrK : M 9 B, G in this case,
 .and B does have a regular orbit in its action on each S g M 9 B, GrK .
 .  .  .Assume then that B f S 9 A, G . Since S 9 A, GrK : S 9 A, G , it
 .  .follows that B f S 9 A, GrK . Let S g M 9 B, GrK . Then there exists
some B-invariant subgroup G rK of GK such that BG acts irreducibly0 0
on S and
G rK l F9 GrK C S / G rS. .  . .0 G r K 00
 .It follows that S g M 9 B, G . Hence B does have a regular orbit in its
action on S. Hence, the lemma holds.
DEFINITION 2.3. Assume Hypothesis 1.1. We say that an AG-chief
factor S s H rH of G is A-complemented if there exists an A-invariant1 2
subgroup H of G such that H l H s H and HH s G.1 2 1
LEMMA 2.4. Assume Hypothesis 1.1 and that for e¨ery subgroup B of A
 .and e¨ery S g M 9 B, G , B acts on the elementary abelian group S with a
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regular orbit. Let B be a subgroup of A and let S be a BG-chief factor in G.
 .Assume that S is B-complemented. Then BrC S has a regular orbit on SB
 .  .and C S g S 9 A, G .B
Proof. Let S s H rH , and let H be a B-invariant subgroup of G1 2
such that H l H s H and HH s G. Suppose first that G acts trivially1 2 1
on S. Now H is normalized by BHH s BG, so H is a normal subgroup of1
BG. The projection H ¬ GrH is a surjective BG-group homomorphism1
with kernel H l H s H . Hence, S is BG-isomorphic to GrH. Now1 2
 .  .H = F9 G and S is BG-isomorphic to a section GrH of GrF9 G . By
 .  .hypothesis, since GrH g M 9 B, G , there is some v g S such that C vB
 .  .  .s C S . By definition, C S g S 9 A, G . This completes the proof inB B
this case.
 .Let us assume now that G does not act trivially on S. Set K s C S .G
 .Since G is solvable and GrK / 1, it follows that G / F9 G K. Hence, by
 .Definition 1.8, S g M 9 B, G . Again, there exists some v g S such that
 .  .C v s C S . Let V be any non-trivial B-invariant elementary abelianB B
 .  .  .section of GrF9 G K, and C s C V . By definition, C g S 9 A, G .B
 .  .  .Furthermore, C S F C. Since this implies that C S g S 9 A, G , theB B
lemma holds.
LEMMA 2.5. Assume Hypothesis 1.1. Let H be a proper A-in¨ariant
subgroup of G. Consider the natural permutation action of A on V, the set of
cosets xAH of AH in AG. Then there exist A-in¨ariant elementary abelian
section S , . . . , S of GrF H g such that the action of A on V is1 n g g G
isomorphic to the action of A on S = ??? = S . Furthermore, S can be taken1 n 1
to be an A-complemented AG-chief factor in G.
w xProof. Follow the argument for 3, Lemma 1.7 . In the construction
there given, S s VrU is in fact an AG-chief factor in G. Furthermore,1
G s MV and U s M l V, where M is an A-invariant subgroup of G.
Hence the conclusion of the lemma.
LEMMA 2.6. Assume the hypothesis of Lemma 2.5 and that for e¨ery
 .subgroup B of A and e¨ery S g M 9 B, G , B acts on the elementary abelian
 .group S with a regular orbit. We let C V denote the kernel of the permuta-A
 .tion action of A on V. Then ArC V has a regular orbit on V andA
 .  .C V g S 9 A, G .A
Proof. By the previous lemma, the action of A on V is isomorphic to
the action of A on S = ??? = S where the S , . . . , S are A-invariant1 n 1 n
elementary abelian sections of G and S is an A-complemented AG-chief1
 .factor in G. Set B s C S . By Lemma 2.4, there exists some v g SA 1 1 1
 .  .such that C v s B, and, furthermore, B g S 9 A, G . It then followsA 1
 .that S , . . . , S g M 9 B, G , for i s 2, . . . , n. Hence, for i s 2, . . . , n, there2 n
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 .  .exist v g S such that C v s C S . Nowi i B i B i
C v , . . . , v s B l C S l ??? l C S s C V . .  .  .  . .A 1 n B 2 B n A
 .  .Since C V F B g S 9 A, G , this completes the proof of the lemma.A
LEMMA 2.7. Assume Hypothesis 1.1, and that for e¨ery subgroup B of A
 .and e¨ery S g M 9 B, G , B acts on the elementary abelian group S with a
regular orbit. Let H and H be normal subgroups of AG such that H ) H ,1 2 1 2
H rH is elementary abelian, and there exists some A-in¨ariant subgroup H of1 2
G such that HH s G and H l H : H . Then A has a regular orbit in its1 1 2
 .  .action on H rH and C H rH g S 9 A, G .1 2 A 1 2
Proof. Let H be a normal subgroup of AG, maximal among those0
that satisfy H ) H G H . Now H rH is an AG-chief factor. Set J s1 0 2 1 0
HH . Since H is normal in BG, J is a B-invariant subgroup of G.0 0
 .Obviously JH s G and J l H s H l H H s H . Hence H rH is1 1 1 0 0 1 0
 .an A-complemented AG-chief factor. By Lemma 2.4, ArC H rH hasA 1 0
 .  .a regular orbit on H rH , and C H rH g S 9 A, G . By Definition 1.5,1 0 A 1 0
  . .it follows that H rH g M 9 C H rH , G . By hypothesis then,0 2 A 1 0
 .C H rH has a regular orbit in its action on H rH . As an A-module,A 1 0 0 2
H rH is isomorphic to H rH [ H rH , by Maschke's Theorem. It1 2 1 0 0 2
 .follows that A has a regular orbit on H rH . In addition, C H rH s1 2 A 1 2
 .  .  .  .C H rH lC H rH FC H rH g S 9 A, G . The lemma follows.A 1 0 A 0 2 A 1 0
LEMMA 2.8. Suppose A is a finite group and M some finite A-module.
 < < < <.Suppose A , M s 1, and A has a regular orbit on M. Then A has a regular
w xorbit on A, M .
 . w xProof. By Maschke's Theorem, M s C A [ A, M . Let ¨ s c q k ,M 0
 . w xwith c g C A , k g A, M , be a generator for a regular orbit for A onM
M. Then
w xC A , M s C M s C c l C k s C k . .  .  .  . .A A A A A
w x.Hence, k is a generator of an ArC A, M -regular orbit as desired.A
THEOREMS OF HALL]HIGMAN TYPE
In this section we prove some results of Hall]Higman type that we will
use in the proof of our main theorem. The first result is a very slight
w xgeneralization of 3, Theorem 1.8 .
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THEOREM 3.1. Assume Hypothesis 1.1. Let P be an extraspecial p-sub-
 .group of G, for some prime p, such that P is normal in AG and Z P F
 .Z AG . Let Q be an A-in¨ariant q-subgroup of G, with q a prime, q / p,
such that
QrC P rZ QrC P .  . .  .Q Q
w xis elementary abelian, Q, P s P, and, in addition, if q / 2 then
  ..exp QrC P s q. Assume that QP is normal in AG, that Q FQ
w xG:  .  .B, Q C PrP9 for e¨ery subgroup B of A such that l B G 2, and thatG
 xG:  .P F C, P for e¨ery subgroup C of A such that l C G 1. Assume
furthermore that for e¨ery subgroup D of A and e¨ery elementary abelian
D-in¨ariant section S of G, D has a regular orbit in its action on S. Then, if x
 .is an AG-character such that x is faithful, then x contains the faithful< p < A
regular A-character.
Proof. The hypotheses of our present theorem are stronger than those
w xof 3, Theorem 1.8 except in one point. This is that Q F
w xG:  .  .B, Q C PrP9 for every subgroup B of A such that l B G 2 isG
w xG:assumed here instead of the stronger Q F B, Q for every subgroup B
 .of A such that l B G 2. This weaker assumption does not require any
modification in the proof. Hence, our result is obtained by simply following
w xthe proof of 3, Theorem 1.8 .
The assumption in the previous theorem that there are regular orbits in
the action of D on all D-invariant sections is not satisfied in all cases in
which we would like to get the conclusion of the previous theorem. We
also need a theorem that assumes the existence of regular orbits for only
certain D and S.
THEOREM 3.2. Assume Hypothesis 1.1. Let P be an extraspecial p-sub-
 .group of G, for some prime p, such that P is normal in AG and Z P F
 .Z AG . Let Q be an A-in¨ariant q-subgroup of G, with q a prime, q / p,
such that
QrC P rZ QrC P .  . .  .Q Q
w xis elementary abelian, Q, P s P, and, in addition, if q / 2 then
  ..exp QrC P s q. Assume that QP is normal in AG, that Q FQ
w xG:  .  .B, Q C PrP9 for e¨ery subgroup B of A such that l B G 2, and thatG
w xG:  .P F C, P for e¨ery subgroup C of A such that l C G 1. Assume
 .furthermore that for e¨ery subgroup B of A and e¨ery S g M 9 B, GrP , B has
 .a regular orbit in its action on S. Let K s C PrP9 , Q s QKrK, andG
 .Q s F Q the Frattini subgroup of Q. Assume that there exists an A-1
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in¨ariant subgroup J of G such that G s JQP and JP l Q when mapped to
GrK projects into Q . Then, if x is an AG-character such that x is faithful,1 < P
 .then x contains the faithful regular A-character.< A
w xProof. We indicate how the proof of 3, Theorem 1.8 can be modified
to prove the present result. We use the notation and details of the
argument given there freely here. The hypotheses of our present theorem
w xare stronger than those of 3, Theorem 1.8 except in two points. The first
w xG:  .is that Q F B, Q C PrP9 for every subgroup B of A such thatG
 . w xG:l B G 2 is assumed here instead of the stronger Q F B, Q for every
 .subgroup B of A such that l B G 2. This weaker assumption does not
require any modification in the proof. The second is that we no longer
have a blanket assumption on the existence of regular orbits. The exis-
tence of regular orbits is required in three distinct places in the course of
the proof, and, for this, we need additional arguments.
 .We first argue that ArC QrQ has a regular orbit on QrQ . Let QA 1 1 1
be the kernel of the natural projection map Q ¬ QrQ so that as1
elementary abelian AG-groups QPrQ P and QrQ are isomorphic. Since1 1
w xQ, P s P, QPrQ P is not trivial. Setting H s JP and applying Lemma1
 .2.7, we obtain that, indeed, ArC QPrQ P does have a regular orbit inA 1
its action on QPrQ P, as desired.1
w xHaving noticed this, the proof of 3, Theorem 1.8 can be followed. The
first instance in the proof where a regular orbit is required is in the proof
w xof Step 1. There 3, Theorem 1.5 is quoted, which requires that
 .ArC QrQ has a regular orbit on QrQ . But in our case this existenceA 1 1
has already been established, so no further modification is required at this
point.
The second instance where regular orbits are required is in the proof of
w x  .Step 3, where 3, Theorem 1.6 is quoted, which requires that A rC SrS91 A1
has a regular orbit in its action on SrS9. Obviously, if S is cyclic this
regular orbit exists. Hence, we assume S is not cyclic. Here we distinguish
 .two cases: I s AG and I / AG. Suppose first I s AG. Then p A s A1
 .s p A and p provides an isomorphism from A s A to A. We know0 1 0
 .that ArC QrQ has a regular orbit in its action on QrQ . By LemmaA 1 1
 . w x w x2.8, ArC QrQ has a regular orbit on A, QrQ . As S = A, Q andA 1 1
 .S9 : Q , this implies that ArC QrQ has a regular orbit on SrS9 and1 A 1
 .  .C QrQ s C SrS9 . Hence the required regular orbit exists if I s AG.A 1 A
Assume now that I / AG. Consider V the set of cosets xI in AG. The
 .kernel of the action of A on V is, by definition, p A . By Lemma 2.6,1
 .  .  .Arp A has a regular orbit on V and p A g S 9 A, G . Hence, by1 1
 .  .assumption, p A rC SrS9 has a regular orbit in its action on SrS91 p  A .1
and so does A . Hence, the required regular orbit exists in this case as1
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w xwell. Hence, 3, Theorem 1.6 can be applied in all cases. This shows that
w xthe proof of 3, Theorem 1.8 can be followed until the proof of Step 5,
w xwhere 3, Lemma 1.7 is invoked. However, here we simply use Lemma 2.6
instead.
w xWith these changes the whole proof of 3, Theorem 1.8 can be followed
to yield the complete proof of our theorem.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Assume Hypothesis 1.1. Let V be an AG-module o¨er
< <  .  .a field of characteristic not di¨ iding A such that C A s 0 and C A /V V 0
0 for e¨ery normal subgroup A of A, A / A. Let M - G be proper and0 0
A-in¨ariant and let W be an AM-module such that V s W AG. Assume that
 .for e¨ery subgroup B of A and e¨ery S g M 9 B, G , B has a regular orbit in its
 .action on S. Then A g S 9 A, G .
Proof. We assume without loss that M is maximal among the proper
A-invariant subgroups of G. Take K : M, K normal in AG, and maximal
with these properties. Take H F G such that HrK is an AG-chief factor.
Then HrK is abelian and H l M is normal in MHA s AG, so that
 .H l M s K and HM s G. By Lemma 2.4, ArC HrK has a regularA
 .  .orbit in its action on HrK and C HrK g S 9 A, G .A
 .Choose x s 1, . . . , x representatives for xK in H such that C x s0 l A i
 .  w x 4  < < < <.C x K [ a g A: a, x g K , which is possible because A , G s 1.A i i
Set numbering so that x K is a generator for a regular orbit of1
 .ArC HrK on HrK, and x , x , . . . , x are coset representatives forA 0 1 s
AMxA in AG.
 . x i  .We show that for i s 0, 1, . . . , l we have AM l A s C x . ClearlyA i
 .  . x i  . x iC x : AM l A. Suppose a g AM l A; then a g A and a sA i
 . x i  < < < <.a ? m with a g A and m g M. Since A , M s 1, there is m g M,0 0 0 0
a g A such that a m s am. Now a s am x i and1 0 0 1 1
m x xi iy1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1w xa, x s a x ax s a x ax s x m a max g AM . . .i i i 1 i i i 1 i
w x  . x i  . x iSo a, x g AM l H s AM l H s K. By the choice of x in x Ki i i
 .  .  . x iwe have a g C x , and so C x s AM l A, as desired.A i A i
Now, by Mackey,
s
AAG y1< < < <V s W s x m W .A A C  x .i A i
is0
 .  .  .Set N s C HrK s C x . Clearly, N : C x for i s 1, . . . , s, and NA A 1 A i
<is normal in A. If V contains the trivial representation, for some i ,N 0
y1 < < A <0 F i F s, we have that x m W contains the trivial represen-C  x . N0 i A i0 0 y1 y1 <tation and by Mackey, for some a g A, a m x m W contains theNi0y1 <trivial representation. Since N is normal in A, x m W = 1 and sinceNi N0
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 .  . y1 < <x g C N i s 0, 1, . . . , s , x m W = 1 , and therefore V = 1 , aN Ai G 1 N A
<contradiction. So V W 1 , and hence, by hypothesis since N is normal inN N
 .  .  .A, N s A. So C HrK s A. Since we know that C HrK g S 9 A, G ,A A
 .we obtain A g S 9 A, G , as desired.
THE MAIN RESULT
In this section we prove the main result of the paper. It is a somewhat
more precise version than the theorem stated in the introduction. The
theorem in the introduction is obtained from it by simply setting B s 1.
We first remind the reader of a standard definition.
1 .DEFINITION 4.1. If G is any finite group, we denote by F G the first
1 .term of the descending Fitting series of G, so that F G is the smallest
0 .normal subgroup of G whose quotient is nilpotent. We define F G s G
i . i . 1 iy1 ..and define inductively, F G by F G s F F G for i s 1, 2, . . . . If
 .G is solvable, the Fitting height h G of G is the smallest non-negative
h .integer h such that F G s 1.
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be any finite group and suppose it acts on the finite
 .  < < < <.  .sol¨ able group G with A , G s 1 and C A s 1. Assume, further-G
 .more, that, for e¨ery proper subgroup D of A and e¨ery S g M D, G , D acts
on the elementary abelian group S with a regular orbit. Let B be any subgroup
w xa  .  .of A and assume that F B, G s 1. Then h G F l A : B .ag A
w xProof. We indicate how the proof of 3, Theorem 2.2 can be modified
to prove the present result. We use the notation and details of the
w xargument given there freely here. The proof of 3, Theorem 2.2 considers
< <only a counterexample with A : B minimum. We further consider among
< <all such counterexamples, one with G minimum. We then follow verbatim
w xthe proof of 3, Theorem 2.2 up to 8. Before proceeding with the proof to
establish a modified version of 9, we establish some further properties of
the minimal counterexample which will be needed later.
Ã ÃLEMMA 4.2.1. The following holds: G s P ??? P . Furthermore, when-1 hq1
i Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .e¨er iFjFh q 1, F P ??? P sP ??? P . In particular, h P ??? P sj.1 j iq1 j 1 j
Ã Ã .Proof. We begin with the second part of the lemma. Since h P ??? P1 k
i Ã Ã Ã Ã .F k, it follows that F P ??? P F P ??? P . If i s j, it follows that1 j iq1 j
i Ã Ã .F P ??? P s 1, and the result holds. Hence, we assume i - j. Now1 j
i Ã Ã Ã .  .consider F P ??? P l P . Its image in P rF P cannot be trivial1 j iq1 iq1 iq1
Ã i Ã Ã i Ã . because of 1, 2, 3, and 4. Hence, by 8, P F F P ??? P . Since F P ???iq1 1 j 1
Ã Ã Ã i Ã Ã.  .P is a normal subgroup of P ??? P , it follows from 7 that F P ??? P Gj 1 j 1 j
Ã Ã i Ã Ã Ã Ã .P ??? P . Hence, F P ??? P s P ??? P , as desired. From the above,iq1 j 1 j iq1 j
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Ã Ã .it follows in particular that h P ??? P s h q 1. It then follows, by1 hq1
Ã ÃLemma 2.1, that the action of A on P ??? P also provides a counterex-1 hq1
< <ample to the theorem. Since G is a counterexample with G minimum, we
Ã Ãobtain that G s P ??? P . This completes the proof of the lemma.1 hq1
 .LEMMA 4.2.2. For each i with 1 F i F h q 1, we ha¨e C P sÃP iq1iÃ .  .F G l P , with the con¨ention that, for i s h q 1, C P s 1, soÃhq1yi i P iq1i Ã .that the group C P is always the kernel of the projection map P ¬ P .ÃP iq1 i ii
 .  .Furthermore, F9 G s F G .h
Proof. We prove the first part by induction on h q 1 y i. If h q 1 y i
s 0, then by 3 the result holds. Hence, assume that h q 1 y i ) 0.
Ã Ã .C P P ??? P is a normal subgroup of G of Fitting height h q 1ÃP iq1 iq1 hq1i Ã Ã .  .  .y i, so that C P P ??? P F F G . Hence C P FÃ ÃP iq1 iq1 hq1 hq1yi P iq1i iÃ .F G l P . On the other hand, by 2 and 4 and using induction, wehq1yi i
Ã Ã Ãw  . x  .  .obtain that P l F G , P : P l F G s C P . It fol-Ãi hq1yi iq1 iq1 hyi P iq2iq1Ã  .  .lows that P l F G : C P . Hence the first part of the lemmaÃi hq1yi P iq1i
holds.
 .Now, since by 6, P is elementary abelian, it follows that GrF G is1 h
Ã .  .   .elementary abelian. Hence, F9 G F F G . We may view P r F9 G lh 1
Ã Ã.   . .   .P as an A-module which contains the submodule F G l P r F9 G1 h 1
Ã .l P . By Maschke's Theorem, there is some A-invariant subgroup R of1
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã  . .  .  .P such that R F G l P s P and R l F G l P s F9 G l P .1 h 1 1 h 1 1
Ã .Since RC P s P , R maps non-trivially to P . By 8, it follows thatÃP 2 1 11Ã Ã Ã .  .  .R s P . Hence F G l P s F9 G l P . Since furthermore F9 G G1 h 1 1
1 Ã Ã .  .  .F G s P ??? P , this proves that F9 G s F G , and concludes the2 hq1 h
proof of the lemma.
With these results we can now prove a slightly weakened version of 9,
which we call 99.
 .99. If C is a subgroup of A, C ) B, and h q 1 G h G h q 1 y l C : B ,0
Ãthen the subgroup of Ph0
Ã ÃP ??? P1 h0ÃC , P ;h0
projects surjecti¨ ely onto P .h0
Ã Ã Ã  .Proof. Set G s P ??? P , let F be the preimage in P of F P ,0 1 h h h0 0 0
and set
Ã ÃP ??? P1 h0ÃS s C , P F . ;h0
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Ã ÃAssuming that 99 is false, we must have that S / P . Then S - P andh h0 0Ã Ã . w xSeCG . Let K s C P rS . Then KSeCG , C, P : S, andÃ Ã0 P ? ? ? P h 0 h]1 h y1 0 00Ã Ã Ãw x w xC, P ??? P : K. Hence C, G : KS. If h s 1, then P ­ S s KS.1 h y1 0 0 h0 0
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãw xIf h ) 1, then, by 3 and 8, P , P s P . Now if P : KS, P0 h y1 h h h h0 0 0 0 0Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãw xnormalizes P S by 2, and P , P : P S l P s S ; P by 2h y1 h y1 h h y1 h h0 0 0 0 0 0Ãand 4. This is a contradiction, so we always have P ­ KS.h0
Consider the A-group G s G rF. Further set G s G r1 0 2 1
w xa  . w xF C, G . G is also an A-group and C A s 1. Since C, G F :ag A 1 2 G 02Ã ÃKS and P ­ KS, P does not project trivially to G . It follows that theh h 20 0
kernel of this projection is a proper AG -invariant subgroup containing F.0
 .By 8, the kernel of the projection must then be F. In particular h G s h2 0
by 3 and 4. A straightforward inductive argument shows that
Ã Ãh C P P ??? P rC P s j y 1 .  .Ã ÃP 2 2 j P jq1 /1 j
for j s 1, . . . , h q 1. Hence, by Lemma 4.2.2,
Ã ÃF G l G s C P P ??? P .  .Ãh 0 P 2 2 h1 0
projects onto a normal subgroup of G of Fitting height h y 1, i.e., onto2 0
 .a subgroup of F G . Now every section of the top Fitting factor of Gh y1 2 20
is isomorphic to a section of the top Fitting factor of G. Hence
S A , G : S A , G . .  .2
 .Let D be a proper subgroup of A. If D g S A, G , by Definition 1.5, any
 .  .element of M D, G is isomorphic to an element of M D, G , so D has a2
 .  .regular orbit on it. Suppose that D f S A, G . Then D f S A, G . Let2
 .RrS g M D, G . If RrS is a section of the top Fitting factor of G then2 2
it is isomorphic to a section of the top Fitting factor of G, so D does have
a regular orbit in its action on it. Hence assume that RrS is not a section
of the top Fitting factor of G . By Definition 1.5, there exists some2
D-invariant subgroup H of G such that H normalizes RrS, and0 2 0
  ..  .H l F G C RrS / H , and BH acts irreducibly on RrS. Let0 h y1 2 H 0 00 0
R, S, and H be the preimage in G of respectively R, S, and H . Then0 0 0
RrS is D-isomorphic to RrS and BH acts irreducibly on RrS. Further-0
 .  .more, as F G l G projects into F G and H : G , we haveh 0 h y1 2 0 00
F G l H C RrS / H . .  . .h 0 H 00
 .Hence RrS g M D, G . Therefore D does have a regular orbit on RrS
and also on RrS.
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Now we have shown that the hypotheses of the theorem still apply to the
w x w xaction of A on G . Furthermore, we have A : C - A : B , so that we2
 w xa .may apply induction to the action of A on G since F C, G s 1 .2 ag A 2
We obtain
h F l A : C F l A : B y l C : B . .  .  .0
 .  .Since h G h q 1 y l C : B , this implies that h q 1 F l A : B . i.e., the0
theorem holds, a contradiction. The proof of 99 is complete.
w xThe proof of points 10]14 in 3, Theorem 2.2 can be followed in our
present situation, with only the minor modification that in the proof of 14,
9 is invoked, and in our situation we invoke 99 instead.
 .Recall that H s Hrker M . Before continuing with the proof, weH
establish a lemma on the existence of regular orbits in H.
 .LEMMA 4.2.3. For each subgroup D of C and each S g M 9 D, G j
 .M 9 D, H , D has a regular orbit in its action on S.
 .  .Proof. By Lemma 4.2.2, F9 G s F G , and it follows from Definitionh
 .  .1.4]1.8, that for all D a subgroup of A, M D, G s M 9 D, G . Hence, by
 .hypothesis, for each proper subgroup D of A, and every S g M 9 D, G , D
acts on the elementary abelian group S with a regular orbit. By 13, H is a
non-trivial solvable group, so it will have some abelian C invariant normal
w xsubgroup. As noted in the course of the proof of 15 in 3 , C is then
necessarily a proper subgroup of A. Hence, for every subgroup of D of C
 .and every S g M 9 D, G , D has a regular orbit in its action on S. By
Lemma 2.2, this property is inherited by all C-invariant homomorphic
Ãimages of G. It follows from the definition of M that P can be taken tohq1
act trivially on M. Hence, H is a homomorphic image of G, and for all
 .D F C and all S g M 9 D, H , D has a regular orbit in its action on S.
A slight additional argument is required for the proof of 15. Assume
that U : H, U is abelian, and U is normal in CH. We need to show that
w xthen C centralizes U. Hence, we assume it does not. The proof of 15 in 3
w xrequires the use of 1, Proposition 4.1 , which assumes that the action of C
on any C-invariant elementary abelian section of H has a regular orbit.
However, by Lemma 4.2.3, Proposition 3.3 can be applied to the action of
 .CH on M. It yields that C g S 9 C, H . Now Definition 1.8 yields that
 .M 9 D, M contains all elementary abelian D-invariant sections of H for
all D F C. Hence, we do have that for all D F C and S any D-invariant
section S of H, D has a regular orbit in its action on S. Hence the proof
w xof 15 can proceed as in 3 .
w xPoint 16 can then be proved as in 3 . Now the proof of 17 requires the
use of 9; however, using 99, which we have established, we obtain
H1 Ã . w x :  .179. If B F D F C and l D : B G 2 then Q s D, Q C P .Q h
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w xPoint 18 can be proved as in 3 . The proof of 19 requires only the
w xchange that we use 99 in the place of 9. The final contradiction in 3 is
w xobtained by applying 3, Theorem 1.8 to the character x afforded by the
 .action of CH Prker N on N. In our situation, we will establish instead1
that this action satisfies all the hypotheses either of Theorem 3.1 or of
Theorem 3.2. We let x be the character afforded by the CH P-module N.1
Suppose first that the action of U on M is not homogeneous. Then C
centralizes the action of H on the homogeneous components of U in M
by 15. It follows that C centralizes some non-trivial elementary abelian
quotient of H, and a fortiori, some non-trivial elementary abelian quotient
 .  .  .of G. In this case, C g S 9 A, G s S A, G . It then follows that M D, G
consists of all the elementary abelian D-invariant sections of G. Hence,
the hypotheses of the theorem guarantee the existence of regular orbits in
this case. Theorem 3.1 can be applied by 5, 14, 179, 18, and 19. It follows
that x contains the regular faithful CrB-character.rC
Suppose next that the action of U on M is homogeneous. In this case
Ã Ã Ä .H s P ??? P and N s M . Set G s H Prker N and set P to be the1 1 hy1 1 1
Ãpreimage in P of P. Leth
Äw : H P ¬ G1
be the natural projection homomorphism. We argue that the hypotheses of
Theorem 3.2 are satisfied for CrB, G, and x . The group G does have a
Ä Ä .   ..  .C-invariant extraspecial normal subgroup w P and Z w P : Z CG by
 .18. In addition, w Q does act as the Q in the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2
by 5 and 179. Further conditions are guaranteed by 14 and 19.
We next verify that the regular orbit condition of Theorem 3.2 holds. By
Ä .Lemma 4.2.3 and Lemma 2.2, it is enough to show that Grw P is a
homomorphic image of G. Now
Ä ÄGrw P , H r H l P ker N . . .  .1 1
Ã Ã .Since H r H l P P is a homomorphic image of G, it is enough to1 1 h hq1
Ã Ã Ä Ã .show that H l P P : P ker N . Suppose h s xy with h g H , x g P ,1 h hq1 1 h
Ã Ã Ã  .and y g P . By the definition of N, H P l P : ker N . Hence,hq1 1 h hq1
Ã Ã .y g ker N . On the other hand x g H P l P and1 hq1 h
Ã Ã Ã ÃH P l P , Q : P l QP s 1,1 hq1 h h hq1
Ã Ã Ã < < < <.because Q is normal in H , Q normalizes P , and QP , P s 1. It1 h hq1 h
Ã Ã  .follows that the image of H P l P in P is contained in f P , since,1 hq1 h h h
 .by 7, C Q s 1. By the definition of P, it then follows that x gP rf P .h h
Ã Ã Ä Ã Ã Ä  .H P l P : P. Hence H l P P : P ker N . Hence the regular1 hq1 h 1 h hq1
orbit condition is satisfied.
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Ä Ã Ã Ä .Finally set J s P ??? P and J s w J . Then J is clearly C-invariant1 hy2
Ä Ä Ä .  .   .  . .  .and Jw Q w P s G. Set K s C w P rw P 9 , Q s w Q KrK, andG
 .Q s f Q . If h s 2, then J s 1 and all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.21
are satisfied. Hence, assume that h ) 2. Now
Ä Ä Ã Ä Ã Ä ÄJw P l w Q , w P : w Q w P l w P w P s w P .  . .  .  .  . .  .hy2 hy2
Ä Ã Ã Ä .  .  .  .  .because w Q w P is normalized by w P , w P w P is normalizedhy2 hy2
Ä Ä Ä Ã Ä Ä .  <  .  .  . < <  .  .  . <.by Jw P , and w Q w P rw P , w P w P rw P s 1. Hence,hy2
Ä Ä ÄJw P l w Q w P rw P . .  .  . .
Ã Ä Ä .  .  .  .is centralized by w P . As w P : K, this implies that Jw P l w Qhy2
Ã Ã  ..   ..projects into C w P . But, by 7, C w P s 1. It followsQ r Q hy2 Q r Q hy21 1Ä .  .that Jw P l w Q projects into Q . Now all the hypotheses of Theorem1
3.2 are satisfied in this case.
Hence, we have in all cases that x contains a regular faithful CrB-<C
 .character. In particular, 1 : x and C C / 0. This contradicts theC <C N
 .choice of C, M and completes the proof of the theorem.1
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